POTE paralogs are induced and differentially expressed in many cancers.
To identify new antigens that are targets for the immunotherapy of prostate and breast cancer, we used expressed sequence tag and genomic databases and discovered POTE, a new primate-specific gene family. Each POTE gene encodes a protein that contains three domains, although the proteins vary greatly in size. The NH2-terminal domain is novel and has properties of an extracellular domain but does not contain a signal sequence. The second and third domains are rich in ankyrin repeats and spectrin-like helices, respectively. The protein encoded by POTE-21, the first family member discovered, is localized on the plasma membrane of the cell. In humans, 13 highly homologous paralogs are dispersed among eight chromosomes. The expression of POTE genes in normal tissues is restricted to prostate, ovary, testis, and placenta. A survey of several cancer samples showed that POTE was expressed in 6 of 6 prostate, 12 of 13 breast, 5 of 5 colon, 5 of 6 lung, and 4 of 5 ovarian cancers. To determine the relative expression of each POTE paralog in cancer and normal samples, we employed a PCR-based cloning and analysis method. We found that POTE-2alpha, POTE-2beta, POTE-2gamma, and POTE-22 are predominantly expressed in cancers whereas POTE expression in normal tissues is somewhat more diverse. Because POTE is primate specific and is expressed in testis and many cancers but only in a few normal tissues, we conclude POTE is a new primate-specific member of the cancer-testis antigen family. It is likely that POTE has a unique role in primate biology.